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DEDICATION
My gratitude to the Holy Spirit, my son Patrick Writer, Anne
Murchison, and the many teachers who have helped me in my
walk with the Lord, in living to forgive!
FORWARD
I sat spellbound as an attractive, petite woman of GOD
shared her knowledge and know-how of the power of
forgiveness…..how could so much wisdom come out of one
person….she shared with such confidence. “GOD gave me this
understanding because I needed it the most,” she said.
Trials, mistreatment, and hurt had paved the way for GOD’S
word as she experienced so many of life’s pitfalls of pain,
shame and abuse. However, it was her application of GOD’S
revelation that turned her life around.
How my words could hold someone else in a spiritual prison, I
asked myself as she talked. The answers were there and I
share them in this book, and more. As that visit to our
church in 1988 started a lifetime search for me—a quest for
more of GOD’s loving Grace manifested in forgiveness. I think
Anne was wrong, I needed this the most, ho ho…..this Grace
of GOD has changed my life and I know there is even more.
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INTRODUCTION
Repentance, forgiveness, and relenting un-holy judgments are
blessings of the Kingdom, for us with total dependence on GOD,
His HOLY SPIRIT and Son JESUS to do so. It is definitely a
Supernatural experience that changes life. I pray now a blessing
upon us to invest ourselves in the glory and majesty of these
gifts. Just as JESUS taught us to pray:
“AND FORGIVE OUR DEBTS AS WE FORGIVE OUR
DEBTORS.” (Matt 6:12)
This would be a good place for some simple definitions that we
might all be on the same page, so to speak:
 Sin is anything contrary to the will, desire and plan of God
 Wrath is God’s settled opposition to sin.
 Grace is God’s undeserved favor; His empowering presence;
the bridge between His wrath and His Love!
 God’s Love is ‘unconditional’—for us, it ‘works for the best
for everyone.’
JESUS was born in a humble way, coming into the world, living to
forgive. HIS life was one of Grace, Love, Kindness, Mercy,
Healing and Deliverance—whatever was needed. All are tied into
forgiveness. Forgive is not a word, it is a power released by the
Grace of God to those who don’t deserve it (whoops that’s all of
us). (Acts 10:38)
“IF ANY MAN WILL COME AFTER ME, LET HIM DENY
HIMSELF, AND TAKE UP HIS CROSS, AND FOLLOW ME.”
(Matt 16:24).
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I believe the Cross shouts mercy and forgiveness, and as we go
forward without judgment we, too, will be taking up our cross for
JESUS. I truly believe some prayers are not answered because
of hidden resentments and judgments.
Even the doctors
understand that anger, stress, resentment and frustration cause
all kinds of physical ailments. We know from scripture they bring
spiritual curses that affect us physically. Knowledge of His Word
will help us to rest in GOD, break the curses, trusting in the
power of JESUS in faithful assurance. (Hosea 4:6)
PART ONE
I started my quest to know, understand and apply to my life, the
insights and revelation GOD wants us to have. It is never ending
and always exciting. Wonderful how GOD works—my Book, THEY
KNOW NOT WHAT THEY DO, was written in 1996. Minister
Anne Murchison inspired that workbook with her teaching while
visiting Escondido, California in 1988.
I had learned much earlier about the two trees in the Garden of
Eden—the knowledge of good and evil (law, justice and
punishment) orchestrated by Satan-- and the Truth (mercy, love,
compassion and forgiveness) imparted through the teachings of
Jesus from the Tree of Life.
The lists in this book are not intended to be ‘formulas’ for
success…..but road maps to victory! Sometimes we must seek God
to help us get rid of out judgment before we are able to forgive
someone. Sometimes we need to ask healing before we can
forgive. Other times we need to repent for our judgment before
we can forgive or be healed. What comes first the chicken or the
egg? Doesn’t matter as long as we get it done.
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”As we judge, we will be judged” took on new meaning as the Holy
Spirit showed me that every judgment of someone else is a
judgment on me. Not ‘if I do the same thing will I be judged but
just the fact that I judged period is a judgment or curse on me.
For example, just saying “what a dumb thing to do” about someone
cutting me off on the freeway is a ‘zinger’, a curse. Those are
stored in the soul, and if not repented, lead to sickness and
death. That sounds minor but a mountain of ‘minors’ can make a
big hill! (Mt 7:1; Luke 6:37
 Judgment of someone in the Kingdom of God (a born again
brother or sister) is even heavier because that is agreement
with the enemy, and against Jesus, because we are all part
of Him. Painful to think of how that must grieve the Father.
So we need to bless and pray for our ‘fallen’ brethren not
‘curse’ them. Prayer can reverse the curse. (Pro 18:8; Rom
12:5)
 Judges, parents, officials, school teachers, etc. called upon
to ‘judge’ in their line of work or family will not be held to
that measure if their judgment is done with mercy,
compassion and love (wanting the best for all involved). (Eph
6:1-9; James 2:13)
 There is a great difference between ‘discernment’ in love,
wanting to help someone (and bring ‘Life’ to the situation),
and ‘judgment’ wanting vengeance, or to change someone, or
‘straighten them out’. (Isaiah 61:1-3)
 To forgive something or someone for what they have done,
but to still hold them in judgment (I forgive Sally for
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stealing my bracelet; but in my mind she is a thief) locks
both parties in spiritual prison. (Matt 18:23-35; Pro 18:19)
 We must change the way we think of them. Sally is the real
victim of the devil who has enticed her to steal. She is
responsible for her decision, so I ask God to forgive,
release and change her and demand the enemy loose her
because of my forgiveness. And, Lord, forgive me for my
judgment and change my opinion and view, through one of
the following ways:
A. Asking GOD to help us to see them as HE sees
them. (John 8:15,16)
B. Asking JESUS to impart HIS love for them, to us,
so we can ‘release’ them to HIM. (John 13:34,35
Rom 4:16)
C. Asking ourselves if it were not for the Grace of
GOD we might be the same; if we walked in their
shoes, had their problems, etc. (Rom 2:1-5)
D. Recognizing that they are ‘victims’ of demons who
are using them without their knowledge to ‘kill, rob
and destroy.’ (John 10:10)
 As noted above, we must do spiritual warfare on their
behalf; otherwise we have left them in the hands of the
demonic influence without GODLY intercession.
A.
That involves demanding their release from
bondage, because JESUS paid for them and
their sins.
B.
We can command any ‘veil’ covering their mind or
eyes, (keeping them from seeing and knowing
the things of GOD) be removed, (Because
the veil covering the Holy of Holies in the
Tabernacle, was rent (torn open) when
7
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JESUS died on the cross.)
So, it is
spiritually illegal, but the enemy ignores the
rules until we enforce them., with
declarations of TRUTH. (Matt 27:51 Eph
3;10)
 As JESUS prayed in the Garden of Gethsemane that HIS
will would be the will of the FATHER not HIS own, HE shed
great drops of blood. That blood was shed that we might
pray JESUS blood (spiritually) over our minds, and the
minds of others, that our wills would line up with the will of
the FATHER. (Luke 22:44)
 We then may pray blessings on them; especially the opposite
of what has offended or hurt us—overcoming evil with good.
(Rom 12:21)
 We always need to pray no retaliation from the enemy, and
divine protection, whenever we pray or act to advance the
Kingdom. (Psalms 103:20,21)
REMEMBER IT IS NOT ABOUT ‘GOOD OR EVIL’; RIGHT
OR WRONG—NO SHAME OR GUILT--BUT RATHER
DOING WHAT WILL BRING LIFE!
Soon after learning points six, seven and eight I shared them
with a friend. She had a serious problem with her stepmother
following the death of her father. Her father was saved, but her
stepmother was not. She prayed as described and went to see
her a couple of days later. Not only did she receive my friend but
was led to the Lord! Praise God, He gives us the spiritual tools we
need to help our loved ones—and ones we don’t love as well.
I have found if we have to forgive someone over and over, we are
still in judgment of them, not the act of what they did (which is
8
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forgiven) but the ‘opinion’ we made because of what they have
done. So as said before, we need to change our way of thinking,
with GOD’S help.
Cal Pierce, Director of the International Association of Healing
Rooms, teaches that if we need to forgive more than once, we
should go to GOD and repent for ‘keeping’ the unforgiveness and
ask HIM to take it away and forgive us. (That is my summary of
his teaching.) Good idea! I love it! Always good to repent of
unforgiveness or lack of faith, or love, or anything negative we
carry that is not of the LORD and ask HIM to ‘fix’ us!
PART TWO
My son, Patrick, taught me to forgive ‘incidents’ (events) as well
as people. I had never heard of such a thing….but knew in my
spirit this truth was from GOD.
This was a wonderful and staggering new ‘step’ in my walk with
JESUS, as I went back to painful and hurting areas of my life and
began to forgive each of them—as I had already forgiven the
people—which must be first as described before—then the event
itself. Sometimes people are not even involved but pain,
disappointment, illness and more are involved.
In doing this, I also realized I had to change (renew my mind)
from something I had believed for a long time. It is never too
late to change. Several years ago, through a book, PRISON TO
PRAISE, by Merlin Carothers, I was encouraged to thank GOD in
all things—even though that is taught all through the Bible. His
book really helped me to understand the power of thanksgiving
9
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and praise. However, I could not thank GOD for the things of the
devil or evil in the world…… Deut 28:47 Heb 13:15
Recently a change came when I heard a teaching on healing by
another man of GOD and he said that when we bless anything evil
we are bringing light into darkness. I then knew that when I
forgive an evil event…(please understand I am not forgiving the
devil or his demons) I am, bringing light into darkness knowing the
HOLY SPIRIT is there to make changes.
This new forgiveness strategy started when I stopped by my
son’s office to complain about a problem I thought I might have.
Six years earlier I had been exposed to several types of
mold…..that kicked off an ‘auto-immune disease’ that has been a
process of years of healing. Doctors could do little, but the
LORD is fully equipped for the healing we need. However, I had a
fear of another exposure to mold--that I wasn’t even aware of it.
So I said to my son, “I think I have mold in my apartment…..am I
going to spend my life running from mold?” Patrick replied, “Are
you telling me that the devil is greater in harassing you than GOD
is in protecting you?” I laughed and said, “Yes, I think I just did.”
“Mom I want you to do something……sit down and recall every
incident, one by one, where the mold was involved….where you
had pain or discomfort or that caused changes in your life. As
you forgive each one, ask JESUS to heal it.” I really didn’t
understand but with my knowledge of forgiveness, I sat in the
parking lot of his office and took the time to forgive every
incident that came to mind, one by one, connected to pain and
suffering with the mold.
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Then I knew to rebuke the ‘spirit of fear’ as I was then aware of
its presence and to command it removed and sent to the pit. I
felt so good, so clean, so enriched as though I had just had a
spiritual shower from the HOLY SPIRIT HIMSELF. And the
truth is, I did. I went home, prayed over my apartment and no
longer had fear!
I learned that each time I repent or forgive something (an
incident or event) or someone, the HOLY SPIRIT reaches into my
soul and removes something that would harm or hurt me “in the
future” and replaces it with HIS goodness, love, joy and peace.
Since a picture is worth a thousand words I see it as garbage in
my mind and soul that need to be removed…recycled to something
beneficial, holy and powerful!
Once more, forgive is not a word but a power, released through
the free will of men….JESUS is our example.
I asked the LORD if there is a difference between giving HIM
something and forgiving something. Immediately the answer
came--giving HIM something like grief or pain is like handing
someone a box. But forgiveness and repentance are a power to
remove something that is toxic like cleaning a bathroom.
Then I ask the LORD to heal the DNA memory of that incident so
that it will no longer “trigger” an unwanted emotion in the future.
The healing power in all of this is awesome! I have done lists of
things from my past—rejection, abandonment, anger, violence and
abuse. Following these encounters with GOD, I feel free and
victorious. I believe it is ‘working out our salvation’ while we are
here on earth’. (Phil 2:12) Definitely not dwelling on the past,
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but cleaning out anything in our subconscious that would keep us
from being all we can be, in JESUS!
The most recent addition to my understanding of all of this was
just a month ago. I was in prayer, talking to the LORD about how
hard it is to forgive ourselves. It can be so difficult for us to
forgive ourselves because we have been so wounded and hurt that
we are full of guilt and shame. Repentance or forgiving ourselves
means taking responsibility for the problems. They may not be
our fault, but can only be healed when we take responsibility and
release them to GOD. HE will remove all guilt and shame! (Neh
1:6)
As I thought on that, the LORD told me to ask forgiveness for all
the pain and anguish I had caused family and friends when I was a
victim. Wow, that is heavy….and yet like all things from GOD, so
liberating…..freeing me from negativity in my soul and removing
some I had caused others.
A parent had abused me for many years in my youth; I learned as
many of us do, to become a victim and moved on in my life to being
a victim in marriage, divorce and single life. Meeting and receiving
JESUS set me free, and I began the road to recovery!
During those sad years of abuse, I relied on and turned to friends
and family. To their credit they were gracious and loving.
However, my pain caused them pain and judgment. GOD, in HIS
mercy, wanted me to ask forgiveness for whatever negative
emotions and judgment I had caused them. The HOLY SPIRIT
let me know in repenting and asking forgiveness, not only would I
be blessed but so would they.
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We must always remember, we do not have to ‘want to’ forgive or
repent…just submit to GOD and do it in obedience. “I don’t want
to forgive……, but because YOU tell me to, by a decision of my
will, I forgive…..” and Heaven opens and pours out peace. Every
part of what we share will bring freedom, joy and peace to our
lives.
Forgiving incidents includes things as serious as molestation, rape,
abuse, abandonment, fraud, murder or suicide involving family or
friends, a devastating car accident…..and so on. Or as simple as a
rebuke in school, an insult by a relative or friend, a
disappointment from losing a job or not being hired. Break-ups
from relationships……the terrible violence of war suffered by our
servicemen and women, and first responders to accidents and
violence….the list is endless.
When we experience any of these things we feel the hurt, pain,
etc. at the time. However each time we re-live it in our mind we
experience the hurt and pain all over again.
Going through the steps of forgiveness of incidents will change
and heal because it involves supernatural intervention with the
HOLY SPIRIT that increases our relationship with HIM, with
JESUS, and ultimately with our Heavenly FATHER. Could we not
just forgive everything all at once instead of one incident at a
time? No, because each time we do this,
 we are excising our will in the supernatural
 we are energizing our faith in our CREATOR.
 we are evoking spiritual action,
 and we are establishing a flow of the love of GOD into
our life that can eventually become a habit of loving
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and forgiving people and situations at the time instead
of after the fact.
 And the people or incidents are each individually
recorded in our mind.
When it comes to physical or mental healing I have found that
illness, pain or discomfort of any kind becomes part of our
‘mentality’. We live it, we accommodate it----it becomes a strong
reality in our life. In our conscious mind we believe I Peter 2:24
that by His stripes we were healed, but sub-consciously the
reality of what we have experienced is more real (at times) than
what we ‘think’ we believe. In going back to the incidents, healing
one at a time that reality is broken and we can live in the ‘now’ and
receive the healing God wants us to have.
This in no way diminishes the power of prayer, or in the Word
of GOD, as spirit and life. Nor the Blood of JESUS as in
fact it is the power of GOD working in this, or it would be of
no effect.
In forgiving people, judgment is a factor to deal with. In
forgiving incidents we do not repent for judgment as we are all to
discern evil, resist and avoid it. As we forgive the incident we are
bringing light into darkness…..and the evil is removed.
To summarize:
It is not about guilt or shame, good or evil, but what brings
LIFE!
Do not remain in any situation; go there, then quickly do the
steps…..
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1. Forgive the incident….the event or situation.
2. Ask JESUS to heal the hurt, pain, guilt, shame, etc.
3. Ask that the DNA memory be healed that it does not trigger a
reaction or emotion in the future.
4. Declare that there will never be an opportunity for the enemy
to use this again.
5. Thank GOD, praise JESUS and rejoice in the HOLY SPIRIT.
The truly great thing is that any one can do this! Thank you,
JESUS!
The steps are simple but the process may takes some time--a
submitted heart--and faith in GOD’S redemption through JESUS.
Self-righteousness, self-pity or anger will be a barrier to victory
in these areas. But, a decision of our will and obedience to the
commands of JESUS will heal, restore, and rid us of judgment,
hurt, pain, guilt and shame and more.
The most important thing I have learned in all of this is that
repentance and forgiveness are the very essence of CHRIST
JESUS as a wonderful expansion of GOD’S love to us!
NOW FOR A HANDY DANDY REVIEW --Do we have to do all of
this? Is each step really necessary? How can we remember it?
From my heart to yours, my answer is….why wouldn’t we use all
the knowledge and understanding imparted from the Heart of
GOD to help ourselves and others—making it a Heavenly Habit!
(Hosea 4:6)
Please be encouraged, the more we do it, the easier it gets and
the ‘supernatural rules of engagement’ become a part of who we
15
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are. Below are things more fully discussed in THEY KNOW NOT
WHAT THEY DO, and I pray will be a blessing and an inspiration
to seek more and more of the things of GOD remembering repent
means to change the way we think:
1. In Genesis, Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve lost their personal
relationship with GOD resulting in a sin-nature that we
inherited as a result of pride. A sin-nature full of judgment,
dragging along behind it, self-pity, defiance, anger, fear and
self-righteousness.
2. When we "rat" on our family (label or gossip about them) just
for attention or sympathy, we are in a boat (of curses) over
troubled waters. The captain is the devil and we had better
abandon ship and walk on the water of the Word in a sea of
forgiveness until we are on the shore of peace.
3. Hanging on to self-pity or self-righteousness is like having your
slip showing or getting catsup on your tie; it is embarrassing
and needs attention so you can "get-it-together” with GOD.
4. We can thank GOD for the Old Testament history of human
error and divine strength—their sins were not HIS plan and
their victories required HIS blessing.
5. Giving up our right to be right (even when we are right) will
help us to hold on to our personal integrity in JESUS. Trying
to live or determine right and wrong can leave GOD out-reason vs. revelation--and being right and wrong at the same
time is a picture of worldly pursuits, not Godly wisdom.
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6. New Testament Covenant--opportunity to empty our fruit
baskets (sin nature) and become bread baskets (born again
full of bread of life teachings of JESUS) through the shed
Blood of JESUS as our HEALER, our SAVIOR--and demolition
work by the HOLY SPIRIT on our ‘old man’, the ‘flesh’, being
new creations in CHRIST JESUS. Simply put, conversion into
abundant life with JESUS as the architect.
7. It is important to remember what forgiveness is not:
A. It is not condoning sin….JESUS did not condone our sin.
B. It is not agreeing with….”everyone does it.”
C. It is not overlooking sin….”Oh, that’s OK.”
D. It is not being a part of sin….”I do those things too.”
8. Mercy overrides--triumphs over Judgment and we need a
Heavenly Bank Account of mercy to draw on. (James 2:13):
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.

Don't Judge--Discern.
Don't Label--Bless.
Don't condemn--Forgive.
Don't accuse--Intercede in prayer.
Don’t reason—Seek Heavenly Revelation.
Recognize Self-Pity--Repent and Rejoice.
Don't live in anger or rebellion--Do live in obedience
and peace.
Don’t live in who you are in the world, but who you are
in JESUS!
Don’t depend on what you do in the world (selfrighteousness)—depend on what JESUS has done, and
that we are part of HIM.
Don’t seek self-esteem—Receive the acceptance and
love (GOD ‘esteem) JESUS wants to give us…!
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9. Steps of forgiveness for people, family, etc. (be specific).
These are the privileges we have as children of God to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

H.
I.

“By a Decision of Free Will” forgive ….(Luke 22:44)
Ask GOD to forgive them…(Matt 18:23-35)
Ask God to change the way we see or think about that
person… (I Cor 13:7)
Ask God to heal that wound, and the DNA memory of it,
so that it will not trigger a response in the future.
(Heb 4:12)
Ask God to show the lie (who is the real victim?) in this
situation and the real Truth. (2 John 7; John 8:32)
Ask GOD to forgive us of our judgments and/or our
sins. (Matt 7:1)
Forgive GOD (some times we blame GOD for our
problems without knowing it); so we can repent of our
judgment. (Matt 4:17)
Forgive ourselves in the name of JESUS. (Matt 5:43)
Do Spiritual warfare on behalf of those we have
forgiven: (If it is a major sin, not necessarily a minor
offence.)
1. Pray mercy for the person or persons. (James
2:12,13:3:10)
2. Demand their release from bondage. (John 3:16;
Matt 11:12; 16:19)
3. Declare the blood of JESUS over their mind
(Luke 22:44) and declare the Blood of JESUS
has paid for their sins. (Rom 3:25; Col 1:19,20)
4. Demand any veil over their mind removed that
they may know and understand the things of
GOD. (Matt 27:51)
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5. Ask HOLY SPIRIT to draw them into personal
relationship with JESUS and into the Kingdom of
GOD. (John 2:1; 17:2; I Cor 12:3)
J. Thank the FATHER for HIS SON, the HOLY SPIRIT,
HIS Grace, Bless HIM. (Psalm 103)
K. Bless those you have forgiven, especially the opposite
of the sin, and yourself with the gifts of the HOLY
SPIRIT. (Gal 5:22)
L. Bind and forbid any retaliation on yourself, your family,
finances, animals or property, by the enemy. (Matt
16:19; 18:18)
M. Thank the LORD for all His blessings, and rejoice. (Phil
4:4)
ALL IN THE NAME OF JESUS. AMEN !
Well, we have wined and dined with the Word of GOD.
I have
told you our GOD knows we don't know what we are doing....ho ho
ho....however GOD wants to change that. There is a list at the
end of who you are as a child of GOD; we all need to review it
often. I copied it and read it when I am in any ‘self-pity’ or state
of illness.
I pray you are blessed, inspired with GOD’S plans and that you
receive a fresh empowering of the HOLY SPIRIT for your life. Be
the head and not the tail in this world--JESUS is the beginning
and the end--(Deut. 28:13; Rev. 1:8)--and we are now part of all
that HE is..
It is the finished work of Jesus---JESUS plus nothing!
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So if you do not know Jesus personally, this is a perfect time to
invite Him into your heart. In this life we need His power and
anointing! And to belong to something greater than ourselves, or
anyone, anything else. It is called getting saved! Accept, invite
JESUS into your life. As the kids say, "Get a life." Become part
of all that is powerful in the universe--it's CREATOR, HIS Son
JESUS, and HIS Spirit. Get rid of judgment and criticism that
zap you, drain you of power, and forgive, love and receive the
blessings GOD has just for you!
"FATHER, I realize that I have made many mistakes and I
have a need for JESUS and what HE died to give me. I ask YOU
to forgive me. I ask You, JESUS to come into my heart and be
LORD of my life. I believe YOU died and rose again, and I believe
and trust in YOU. Please fill me with the HOLY SPIRIT and help
me to be all that I can be in this life! Thank You! Amen!”
It is that simple if you are sincere. And your life will change!
Here is a sample prayer for your use, (if you need it). I humbly
submit this and pray you will adapt it to your relationship with the
FATHER for its highest and best use. The following is an
example of how I pray; rarely the same at any time, however I
try to be explicit and consistent:
Heavenly FATHER, Creator of Heaven and Earth, precious
FATHER of all I treasure and hold dear, I love you. I respect
you, LORD, and thank YOU for all YOU have given to me and to
my house. I pray you are blessed by our love and worship to YOU.
I pray YOUR will be done in my life, in my family, and in my
country, here on earth as it is in heaven. I pray the Blood of
JESUS over each of us for salvation, for cleansing of sin, for
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deliverance from the forces of darkness, for sanctification from
our sin nature and protection in the world. I declare we will all
love and serve you all the days of our life."
All in the Name of Jesus! Amen!
I pray you get out your ole' blue suede shoes, or your stompin'
boots and stomp all over the scorpions of judgment and the
snakes of unforgiveness in your life. Don't forget the slimy little
worms of self-pity. And nothing by any means will hurt you (Luke
10:19). Go out and share the wonders of GOD with the world, love
those who love you and most of all love those who don't, because

“We Glorify GOD when we live to forgive!’
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Following is a list of “I am” personalized scriptures, not to be
confused with the Great I AM, merely a reminder of who we
are in Jesus!
BECAUSE I AM A CHILD OF GOD I AM A JOINT-HEIR
WITH JESUS
(Rom. 8:16,17)
I AM A NEW CREATURE IN CHRIST
(2 Cor. 5:17)
I AM THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD IN CHRIST
(2 Cor. 5:21)
I HAVE THE MIND OF CHRIST
(1 Cor. 2:16)
JESUS CHRIST LIVES IN ME THIS VERY DAY
(Gal. 2:20)
I SERVE THE LAW OF GOD WITH MY MIND
(Rom. 7:25)
I LIVE BY THE FAITH OF THE SON OF GOD
WHO LOVED ME & GAVE HIMSELF FOR ME
(Gal. 2:20)
I REST IN (lean on) THE LORD,I WAIT PATIENTLY FOR
HIM
(Psalms 37:7)
I SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH, I AM TEACHABLE IN
CHRIST
I DELIGHT IN THE ABUNDANCE OF PEACE
(Psalms 37:11)
I AM NOT AT LABOR, I AM NOT HEAVY LADEN, BECAUSE
JESUS GIVES ME REST
(Matt. 11:28)
IN HIM I LIVE, MOVE, AND HAVE MY BEING
(Acts 17:28)
I AM DELIVERED FROM THE DOMINION OF DARKNESS,
22
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I AM IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD
(Col. 1:13)
I HAVE BEEN FORGIVEN--I HAVE BEEN REDEEMED
(Col. 1:14)
I CAN BE CLEANSED FROM ALL SIN (John 1:7)
I HAVE BEEN SET APART FOR HOLY USE
(2 Tim. 2:21)
I WALK BY FAITH AND NOT BY SIGHT
(2 Cor. 5:7)
I LOVE GOD WITH ALL MY MIND, HEART AND BODY AND
I LOVE MY NEIGHBOR AS MYSELF
(Matt. 22:37)
WHEN MY WAYS PLEASE THE LORD HE GIVES ME PEACE
EVEN WITH MY ENEMIES
(Proverbs 16:7)
I AM GETTING ALL MY NEEDS MET IN JESUS
(Phil. 4:19)
I AM HEIR TO ETERNAL LIFE (1 John 5:11,12)
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Recommended Websites:
www.5MinuteMiracle.com
www.CarolPurcell.com

Recommended Reading:
THEY KNOW NOT WHAT THEY DO WORDBOOK….Carol Purcell
ANGELS AND DEMONS, HOLLYWOOD KNOWS THE
DIFFERENCE….Carol Purcell
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE SECRET….Carol Purcell
THE ROAD TO FAITH; SPEED BUMPS AND POT HOLES ALONG
THE WAY…..
Carol Purcell
WHEN HEAVEN INVADES EARTH ….Bill Johnson
RELEASE THE POWER OF JESUS….Bill Johnson
THE HAPPY INTERCESSOR….Beni Johnson
THE POWER OF REDEMPTIVE BLOOD….Rev. Yvonne K.
Bramstedt
THE POWER OF THE BLOOD….H.A.Maxwell Whyte
EAT MY FLESH, DRINK MY BLOOD….Ana Mendez Ferrell
GLORY INVASION….David Herzog
WORSHIP WARRIOR….Chuck Pierce
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